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ABSTRACT
Most of previous papers about the detection of nude or
pornographic images start by the application of a skin de-
tector followed by some kind of shape or geometric model-
ing. In this work, these two steps are avoided by a bag-of-
features (BOF) approach, in which images are represented
by histograms of sparse visual descriptors. BOF approaches
have been applied successfully to object recognition tasks,
but most descriptors used in that case are based on gray level
information. Our approach is based on an extension to the
well-known SIFT descriptor – called Hue-SIFT – aimed at
adding color information to the original SIFT. Experimen-
tal results show recognition rates which are similar to those
achieved by other approaches in literature, without the need
for sophisticated skin or shape models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Filtering improper visual content coming from the web is a
concern in several environments, from homes with children
to workplaces. Textual cues are clearly not enough, since
inappropriate images can maliciously be mixed to seemingly
innocent text. A typical situation would be, for example, to
have some search keywords commonly used by children tied
to sites with pornographic content.

The ability to filter improper images by visual content
instead of text has been the focus of several papers in the
last years. Most of them start by detecting skin regions, and
then applying some kind of shape or geometric analysis to
recognize possible body postures which would be indicative
of nudity or pornography. The main problems with those
proposals are the complexity of accurate skin detectors and
the great variability in shapes and geometry of such images.
Moreover, approaches based on skin detection are bound to
fail when applied to monochromatic images.

In a sense, the task of nude detection can be seen as
an object recognition task. Bag-of-features approaches have
been successfully applied to visual recognition or classifica-
tion [1, 16]. In such approaches, images are represented as
histograms built from a sparse set of visual features. No ex-
plicit object model is needed, and variability – of shape, scale
or illumination, for example – can be addressed by a training
set that covers that variability. These characteristics of BOF
approaches make them specially suitable for nude detection
on web images.

Nevertheless, typical features used to build BOFs – like
brightness gradients or the widely known Scale-Invariant

Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptor [11] – are mostly com-
puted on gray level information. Their direct application
would therefore disregard one of the strongest hints avail-
able to find most nude images, which is the presence of skin
shades.

In this paper, we propose a BOF-based approach to de-
tect images containing nudity, this time using the Hue-SIFT
descriptor, a SIFT extension which includes color informa-
tion. Experimental results show that this approach is indeed
able to distinguish between nude and non-nude images from
the web. The main advantage of such approach is that it does
not rely on skin detectors or shape modeling. Besides being
simpler, it is naturally more generic.

This paper proceeds like this: in Section 2, some related
papers are described; in Section 3, our proposition for nude
detection is detailed; in Section 4, experimental results are
presented and discussed; finally, in Section 5, the paper is
concluded.

2. RELATED WORK

The pioneer work for identifying adult images by the analy-
sis of image content is proposed by [6]. Their approach com-
bines color and texture properties to obtain a mask for skin
regions, which are then fed to a specialized grouper, which
attempts to group a human figure using geometric constraints
derived from human body structure.

Most subsequent proposals on nude detection are also
based on this general idea of searching for skin regions and
then describing their geometry. In [8], a statistical color
model for detecting skin and non-skin regions is developed.
The set of aggregated features used for adult image identifi-
cation includes percentage of detected skin pixels, average
probability of the skin pixels, size in pixels of the largest
connected component in skin regions, number of connected
components in skin regions, percentage of colors with no en-
tries in the skin and non-skin histograms, and the height and
width of the image.

A system called Image Guarder aimed at detecting adult
image content is presented in [18]. To speed up recogni-
tion, a two-layer recognition framework is adopted. In the
first layer, an illumination adaptive statistical color model
is proposed to detect the skin pixels under variant illumina-
tion. Only the images that have enough skin color pixels
and smooth texture have their color, texture and shape fea-
tures extracted and submitted to a Support Vector Machines
(SVM) classifier.
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In [19], an adult image filter and a harmful symbol filter
are used to block objectionable images. In adult image filter,
a statistical model is adopted for skin detection and a neu-
ral network is used for adult image classification. In harmful
symbol filter, an edge based Zernike moments method is pre-
sented, which can capture the shape feature of symbol object
effectively.

In [15], another framework for pornographic image de-
tection based on skin region information is presented. Their
approach extracts color and texture features from arbitrary-
shaped segmented regions. Then, Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) are built for skin and non-skin region classification,
and the skin map is produced based on the classification re-
sult. Finally, eigenregion features (i.e., geometrical features
that encompass area, location, and shape properties of the
skin region) are used to describe the layout of skin regions
on the whole image and pornographic images are detected
according to the skin modality.

To overcome the chromatic deviation coming from the
unusual lighting conditions, [9] proposed an online skin tone
sampling mechanism based on face detection. Three geo-
metrical primitives including area, position, and shape are
derived from skin areas as input to a back propagation neu-
ral network. Also, a procedure for excluding faces shots is
utilized to enhance system performance.

To detect pornographic images, [20] proposed a skin
model based on the combination of YIQ, YUV, and HSV
color models. A white balance algorithm is applied to bet-
ter detection of skin areas. Then, a texture model based on
Gray Level Co-Matrix (GLCM) and geometric structure of
human beings are used to deal with background regions sim-
ilar to skin. A combination of constraints on color, texture,
and geometric properties are used as features fed to a SVM
classifier.

The first step of the system proposed in [10] is to use
content-based image retrieval to determine whether the im-
age contains humans in it. This retrieval step is based on
color and shape features. Then a skin color model, estab-
lished by [5] is performed on the image to judge whether the
image is pornographic or benign. Some attempts at avoiding
the need for a fine-tuned skin detector originated color-based
approaches (usually combined with shape and/or texture fea-
tures). In [17], the Adult Image Retrieval and Rating System
(AIRS) is presented. AIRS uses a combination of MPEG-7
visual descriptors: the edge histogram descriptor, the color
layout descriptor and the homogeneous texture descriptor.
Given a query input image, the ten most similar images are
retrieved from a database containing both adult and non-adult
images. If most of the retrieved images are adult, the query
input is regarded as an adult image.

Also in [12], a content-based image retrieval technique
is employed for adult image identification. Firstly, back-
ground is removed to obtain a rectangular region of interest
based on the detection of skin-like pixels. For each input im-
age, the MPEG-7’s color, texture, and a proposed shape fea-
ture are used to retrieve most similar images from the image
database. If the retrieved images contain more than a thresh-
old number of adult images, the input image is identified as
an adult one. Otherwise, it is identified as non-adult.

In [2], the SNIF (Simple Nude Image Finder) is pre-
sented, which uses a color-based feature only, extracted by
an algorithm for image description, the Border/Interior pixel
Classification (BIC). SVM is applied for classification.

A color feature representation, which takes the corre-
lation among neighboring components of the conventional
color histogram into account and removes the redundant in-
formation, is proposed by [14]. To evaluate the performance
of the proposed color feature, experiments of nude image de-
tection using SVM and Adaboost algorithm are carried out.

Visual features can also be combined with other feature
types, as in the framework for recognizing pornographic web
pages presented in [7], in which text and image are both an-
alyzed. In their image classifier, contour-based features are
extracted to recognize pornographic images. Text and im-
ages features are combined with a fusion algorithm based on
Bayes theory.

In [21], a framework for recognizing pornographic
movies by fusing the audio and video information is de-
scribed.

In [4], a method to classify images into different cate-
gories of pornographic content is presented, which is based
on what is called bag-of-visual-words. This is another com-
mon denomination for BOF when applied to visual mate-
rial. Their proposal is similar to ours, but the features used
to build the vocabulary are simply patches around interest
points. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only other
paper using BOF for nude detection until now.

In this work, we propose a BOF-based approach using a
more sophisticated point descriptor – called Hue-SIFT [13]
– to capture color information. An extensive experimenta-
tion was performed to find the best vocabulary size and SVM
model to classify nude and non-nude images using these de-
scriptors. Also, a comparison with a pure SIFT approach is
provided, in order to best evaluate the role of color in nude
detection.

3. A BAG-OF-FEATURES APPROACH BASED ON
HUE-SIFT DESCRIPTOR

The general steps for building a bag-of-features (BOF) rep-
resentation for images are depicted in Figure 1. It starts by
selecting (step a) and then describing (step b) a set of points
from the image. The selection can be done in varied ways,
the most typical being the application of interest point selec-
tion algorithm. Such approach has the advantage of provid-
ing both the points and the descriptors together. Also, interest
point detectors provide a much sparser set of points to work
on, reducing computational complexity.

Typical descriptors normally have a large dimension and
are therefore submitted to some dimensionality reduction
technique, the most common being Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). Feature reduction is not included in Figure 1
because it is not an essential step in the process.

Given a set of – reduced or not – descriptors, the next
step (c) is to cluster those points to form the vocabulary by
quantization. Then, each point selected in the image is as-
sociated to a “word” (i.e., a cluster) in the visual vocabulary
(step d) and the BOF histogram counting the occurrences of
every word is computed (step e).

Algorithm 1 summarizes this process. In it, the steps of
selecting, describing and reducing descriptors dimension is
called feature extraction. In our BOF implementation, points
selection and description is performed by the Hue-SIFT al-
gorithm, proposed by [13]. This descriptor is composed of
a concatenation of a hue histogram with the widely used
SIFT descriptor [11], this way adding color information to
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Figure 1: Steps for creating a bag-of-features for images or videos. Details on each step are provided in the text.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for building a BOF representation
for images.

for all image do
pointsDesc← f eatureExtraction(image)

end for
vocab← quantizePoints(pointsDesc)
for all image do

bo f s← computeHistogram(vocab, pointsDesc)
end for

FUNC f eatureExtraction(image), return descriptors
pointsPos← selectPoints(image)
descriptors← describePoints(image, pointsPos)
descriptors← reduceDimension(descriptors)
return descriptors

SIFT. The Hue-SIFT descriptor is scale-invariant and shift-
invariant, similar to the hue histogram, which is made by
weighing each sample of the hue by its saturation. How-
ever, only the SIFT component of this descriptor is invariant
to illumination, color changes or shifts; the hue histogram is
not. Nevertheless, our experiments show that the classifier is
able to capture nudity in different illumination situations, if a
similarly diverse set is provided for training. Some examples
from our database are provided in Figure 2.

Dimensionality reduction is achieved by PCA and quan-
tization is performed with k-means. For classification, a lin-
ear kernel for SVM was preferred, fine-tuned according to
the procedure proposed in the documentation of LIBSVM [3]
software.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Experimental Setup
To compose a database for the evaluation of the proposed
approach, a set of 180 images was collected from the web,
and then manually classified. Examples of selected images
are shown in Figure 2. SIFT and Hue-SIFT descriptors were
extracted from all images, and then the vocabulary size and
SVM model were extensively searched for, using a 5-fold
cross validation scheme. For the vocabulary size (k), the ex-
periments spawned values between 50 and 700. For each
k value, the penalty of the SVM error term (C) was varied
in a logarithmic scale from 10−5 to 105. The k and C values
which achieved the best recognition rate were submitted to a
finer search for C. This procedure was repeated for SIFT and
Hue-SIFT separately.

In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the
differences found between the best recognition rates for
SIFT and Hue-SIFT, ten new runs of the 5-fold cross val-
idation were performed with fixed k and C. Folds com-
position changed randomly in each run, keeping the bal-
ance between nude and non-nude training examples. The
average rates of each cross-validation run were used to
compute confidence intervals for both results. Interme-
diary results for all these computations can be found in
http://www.npdi.dcc.ufmg.br/nudedetection/. Their summa-
ry and discussions are provided in the following subsection.

4.2 Results and Discussion
In Figure 3, the best recognition rates for all tested values
of k are plotted both for Hue-SIFT and SIFT alone. The best
recognition rate is the higher value achieved while varying
penalty error term of the SVM model (C parameter). It can
be seen that SIFT recognition rates are consistently smaller
for all tested vocabulary sizes, indicating the importance of
color information.

Figure 3: Best recognition rates achieved for each vocabulary
size on the model selection experiment.

Refinements were performed on the peaks of this graph
– two for Hue-SIFT (at k = 250 and k = 550) and one for
SIFT (at k = 100) – to find the best SVM model, which was
used in the final experiment. The average recognition rates
for the ten runs of the 5-fold cross-validation experiment are
in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Examples of nude (first row) and non-nude images (second row) from our database.

Best Recognition Rates
Descriptor Average (%) Min. (%) Max. (%)

SIFT 64.8 61.7 68.0

Hue-SIFT 84.6 82.8 86.5

Table 2: Best recognition rates with Hue-SIFT and SIFT de-
scriptors. Confidence intervals (given by “Min.” and “Max.”
values) have a confidence level of 95%.

Cross-validation Averages
Run aa SIFT (%)aa Hue-SIFT (%)

1 70.0 81.7

2 61.1 87.8

3 66.7 83.3

4 73.9 85.6

5 61.1 87.2

6 61.1 87.2

7 66.1 82.8

8 60.0 81.7

10 63.9 80.0

Table 1: Average recognition rates for all 5-fold cross vali-
dation runs.

In Table 2, it is possible to see the final averages and
their confidence intervals. These results indicate clearly the
importance of color to distinguish between nude and non-
nude images, which is in accordance with the basic implicit
assumption of most skin-based proposals.

Unfortunately, the lack of standard annotated databases
for nude or pornographic images makes it difficult to com-
pare results obtained by different approaches. Nevertheless,
it is worth to mention that in a coarse comparison, our ap-
proach achieved an overall recognition rate very similar to
those ones found in recent literature. This was achieved with-

out the usage of any skin and/or shape models. Addition-
ally, we made use of the simplest possible SVM classifier.
This result suggests that BOF-based approaches are indeed a
promising path to follow in the pursuit of effective filters for
improper visual content.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we propose a bag-of-features (BOF) approach
for the classification of improper visual content collected
from the web. This approach has as its main advantage the
fact that it does not depend on any skin or shape models
to identify nudity. Despite of not using such models, and
even using a linear SVM classifier, our results achieved good
recognition rates, which are comparable to the ones achieved
for more elaborated models.

Future work includes testing on larger databases, adding
structural and scale information to the basic BOF represen-
tation, experimenting with more sophisticated classifiers and
evaluating a similar scheme for nude detection on videos.
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